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Studies of the Viking images of Mars have resulted in the identification of at least four major classes of 
channels: 1) large outflow channels formed by cataclysmic flooding; 2) dry valley networks with dendritic 
patterns formed on ancient hiUy and cratered terrain; 3) longitudinal valleys networks with short, stubby 
tributaries having amphitheater heads; and 4) slope valley networks with short, amphitheater-headed valleys 
formed along major Martian escarpments such as Valles Marineris. The origins of the valley networks are less 
certain than the outflow channels. Peculiarities in their morphologic expression compared to terrestrial runoff 
valleys, such as the amphitheater heads and low drainage density, have led numerous investigators to invoke 
groundwater sapping processes for their genesis (1,2,3,4 5). 

Recently, we began to study potential analog valleys in a variety of terrestrial settings where valleys 
formed dominantly by runoff processes could be compared with neighboring valleys strongly influenced by 
groundwater sapping processes (6). This study focuses on the valleys incised into the southern Colorado Plateau, 
an area predominantly underlain by the porous and permeable Navajo sandstone. The Navajo has ideal 
characteristics for the interception and efficient transmission of groundwater. Concenaation of the groundwater 
flow along impexmeable barriers results in lateral flow that produces zonal seeps and results in the erosion of 
the poorly-cemented sandstone along canyon walls, eventually undermining and collapsing material above by 
this sapping-generated erosion process. 

In order to better interpret the genesis of valleys on Mars from their morphologic characteristics 
observable in Viking imagery, we collected morphomehic data from Colorado Plateau valley analysis of aerial 
photographs at approximately 1:80,000 scale. Basins selected represent a subset of sapping-dominated and 
runoff-dominated examples in a variety of lithologies from an area near Shonto in northern Arizona (Fig.  I) . 
The dominance of sapping vs. runoff processes was determined from field reconnaissance which observed large 
numbers of active seeps and associated alcoves in the headward regions and along tributaries to the valleys 
mapped as sappingdominated systems. Sappingdominated valleys have higher junction angles, are more 
elongate, have lower drainage densities, have higher relief, and have greater basin area in canyon than their 
neighboring runoff-dominated counterparts, even behveen runoff and sapping-dominated valleys, formed in the 
Navajo (Table 1). 

Many factors influence groundwater sapping processes in sedimentary rocks. These can be organized into 
a hierarchy based upon their scale of influence on valley geometry (F ig .  2). Major canyons and 
intermediate-sized tributary systems appear to be dominantly influenced by dip. Sapping-dominated valleys are 
typically asymmetrical, with their long tributaries along their up-dip sides. In contrast, short valleys on the 
down-dip sides of the mainstream will probably remain small because they receive only localized groundwater 
recharge. Most of the active seeps and associated alcoves are oriented down-dip. In areas of more variable dip, 
like the central Lake Powell area in Utah, the orientation of active seeps and alcoves is also variable and can be 
used on a limited basis to infer major underlying structure. 

Joints provide local zones of increased permeability, helping to localize groundwater flow and accelerate 
sapping processes. These effects are particularly pronounced in Colorado Plateau valleys underlain by the Navajo 
in their smaller tributaries and headward regions of the basins. The prominence of joints helps explain the high 
junction angles characteristic of networks strongly influenced by sapping processes. 

Variations in the internal sedimentological characteristics of rocks such as the Navajo Sandstone also 
affect the morphology of sappingdominated valleys, but on more localized scales. Aeolianites such as the 
Navajo have numerous internal bounding surfaces across which there are major permeability contrasts that 
strongly influence the pattern of valley development by groundwater sapping. Interdune facies are one example 
of these variations. Interdune deposits are typically formed of impermeable carbonate which forms major ledges 
along canyon walls cut into the Navajo. Major seeps and alcoves are localized above these interdune deposits, 
resulting in the formation of multi-level or tiered alcoves. Limited lateral extent of many interdune deposits acts 
as a major control on alcove dimensions and distribution. Another locally important permeability contrast is 
the boundary of major aeolian cross-bed sets. Fine-pained sediments often occur at these boundaries and localize 
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seepage along their margins Finally, dip direction of the cross-beds influences groundwater flow. Lateral 
permeabilities are much higher than vertical permeabilities across the cross-bed laminations. This directional 
permeability can be important as a major contrd where there is regional consistency of cross-bed dip direction as 
occurs in the Navajo outcrop area of northern Arizona and southeastern Utah (7). Similar situations have also 
been observed in a series of flume sapping/runoff experiments designed to produce alcoves. Coincidence of 
structural and sedimentologic factors produces unidirectional accelerated groundwater flow in the Shonto- Tsegi 
area resulting in strong allignment of sapping-influenced canyons toward the southwest. 

More studies are in progress to increase the data base from diverse terrains for comparing 
runoff-dominated valleys with those having strong influence by sapping. The result of this work, in 
combination with our flume experiments may lead to criteria useful in inferring process genesis based upon 
morphometric observations detectable in studies of aerial imagery of Mars. Ground-truth field obsevations of 
terrestrial analogs are important to calibrate interpretations of Viking images and promises to permit inferences 
about gross geologic structure in areas characterized by sappingdominated valley networks. 
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